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Administration, board members, faculty, presenters, friends, family and 
students welcome to the Mt. Zion High School Annual Awards Program. 
Thank you all for joining us to celebrate the achievements and excellence 
of our students. As we recognize these dedicated young people, we also 
celebrate the families, parents, teachers, and friends that helped support 
and encourage them on their path. I feel very fortunate and a great deal of 
pride that I am able to work in a district that is committed to this level of 
academic excellence. Tonight, many of our students will be receiving 
medallions as well as pins that can adorn the medallion ribbon. Seniors 
are encouraged to wear their medallions and pins as a sign of recognition 
and honor at graduation. 

Mr. Justin Johnson, MTZ High School Principal
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Outstanding Achievement - Freshmen
The following freshmen  have achieved a 4.0 after  1 semester

Madelyn Akers

Makenna Allsop

Ingrid Bakeman

Renee Ballard

Makobi Barnes     
Adams

Lyndsey Barnett

Rachel Blankenship

Easton Buttz

Emma Crowley

Caroline Cuddy

Carson Davis

Brendan Doyle

Brooke Doyle

Grace Dunham

Ellie Fritzsche

Josie Gower

Klaire Grace

Peyton Graves

Mason Gray

Brighton Gregg

Elizabeth Grunden

Olivia Hawley

Jaidyn Henson
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Outstanding Achievement - Freshmen
Continued

Katie Howell

Maxwell Iwanski

Jerrick Li

Victoria Madler

Gabriel Mahan

Kathy Mao

Michael Matas

Camille Mavis

Lydea Mayes

Ava Meadows

Madeline Millard

Jaidyn Misner

Tyson Moore

Destiny Nyberg

Mason Oliver

Isabelle Patterson

Riley Renfro

Brooklan Roberts

Jordan Roberts

Peyton Schroeder

William Shade

Joelie Shafer

Anna Sheppard

Hayden Shumaker
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Outstanding Achievement - Freshmen
Continued

Paige Simmons

Emily Snow

Cole Talty

Angelique Taylor

Dylan Thunder

Lucas Tilton

Savannah Troll

Asile Wachter

Landon Weigler
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Outstanding Achievement - Sophomores
The following sophomores  have achieved a 4.0 after  3  semesters

Nathan Aubert

Bracie Barnes

Viktor Behm

Allison Bradford

Audrey Bradford

Mason Cawthon

Robert Chausse

Kameron Clark

Anna Cox

Kameron Farrow

Alexia Finch

Hannah Gebke

Alia Geyer

Weston Grohne

Ethan Hamilton

Peyton Hamilton

Zachary Harvey

Isabelle Hillyer

Eric Jia

Madison Koester

Lennon Lavarier

Kaitlyn Matthews

Chase McInerney

Mason McNeill
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Outstanding Achievement - Sophomores
Continued

Henry Morgan

Josslyn Mose

Sofia Munoz

Isabella Niehaus

Emma Petersen

Matthew Platzbecker

 

Piotr Roukens

Hope Roundcount

Nathan Rey Sarver

Lindsey Scherer

Kayla Schnippel

Aidan Seitz

Alexis Smith

Abigail Sy

Lydia Trump

Tia Veale
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Outstanding Achievement - Juniors
The following juniors have achieved a 4.0 after 5  semesters

Raleigh Allen

Ashleigh Anderson

Matthias Barnes 
Adams

Alaina Barr

John Baumann

Gwenlyn Bender

Ryne Buttz

Sophia Castro

Evelyn Comerford

Madison Davis

Andrew Detmers

Jack Driscoll

Rosemary Ellison

Joshua England

Lane Fehrenbacher

Caroline Flora 

Jack Foreman

Isabella Grubbs

Ethan Hamrick

Royce Harper

Brynn Hastings

Megan Hatayama

Logan Kendall
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Outstanding Achievement - Juniors
Continued

Brandon Kondritz

Kemper Koslofski

Kolby Koslofski

Emma Mallory

Lindsay Marion

Logan Miller

Eden Niebrugge

Kathryn Oliger

Alexandra 
Payne-Brummerstedt

Autumn Plumstead

Dylaney Smalley

Carly Thomas

Libby Tuttle

Frank Tyrolt

Weston Walker

Whitley Washburn

Colin White

Jacob Zora
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Outstanding Achievement - Seniors
The following seniors have achieved a 4.0 after 7  semesters

Sara Addai

Connor Ashmore

Jacob Bailey

Mekhi Barnes Adams

Patrick Brandon

Anna Brunner

Evan Carnahan

Ashlyn Clark

Emily Cole

Jadon Cox

Aidan Ditommaso

Ty Ditty

Justin Dong

Malea Dunn

Brenna Frommelt

Lillian Griffith

Lucinda Griffith

Raelyn Guernsey

Kendall Iwanski

Anna Johns

Samantha Kelm

Brock Kennell

Lauren Kyburz

Cohen Leach

Emily Lewis

Luke Lindgren

Caitlyn Maley
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Outstanding Achievement - Seniors
Continued

Reagan Mason

Nathan Matthews

Reid McNeill

Kierstin Nichols

Jonathan Oliger

Tessa Perry

Kieran Riley

Sophie Ringer

Dylan Roberts

Tessa Romano

Grace Roundcount

Jacob Scherer

Emma Shumaker

Logan Shumaker

Isabella Marie Sia

Marin Stenger

Isobel Stott

Olivia Swords

Caden Traylor

Francis Velasco

Adam Walker

Bethany Warner

Bria Weirman



President’s Award for Educational Excellence

The President's Award for 
Educational Excellence is 
based on students having 
a 3.5 unweighted grade 
point average or higher 
and an SAT or ACT math or 
reading national test score 
at or above the 90th 
percentile.  Each student 
receives a certificate 
signed by the President of 
the United States.

Sara Addai

Natalie Affeldt

Derek Austin

Jacob Bailey

Mekhi Barnes Adams

Patrick Brandon

Anna Brunner

Aidan Bullock

Evan Carnahan

Ashlyn Clark

Jadon Cox

Aidan Ditommaso

Ty Ditty

Justin Dong

Malea Dunn

Brenna Frommelt

Joshua Gebke

Lillian Griffith

Lucinda Griffith

Kendall Iwanski
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President’s Award for Educational Excellence
Continued

Jonathan Oliger

Tessa Perry

Connor Phares

Kieran Riley

Sophie Ringer

Dylan Roberts

Grace Roundcount

Jacob Scherer

Emma Shumaker

Isabella Marie Sia

Christian Sphar

Marin Stenger

Isobel Stott

Olivia Swords

Caden Traylor

Francis Velasco

Bethany Warner

Celeste Wolf
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Samantha Kelm

Lauren Kyburz

Cambell Lanier

Emily Lewis

Luke Lindgren

Reagan Mason

Nathan Matthews

Reid McNeill

Kierstin Nichols



Marine Corps Distinguished Athletes
Recipients - Chad Deaton and MacKenzie Shumate

These two students 
demonstrate good 
leadership and work 
ethic. They always put 
their team before 
themselves. 
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Marine Corps Scholastic Excellence 
Recipient - Emily Lewis

The Scholastic Excellence Award enforces 
the tough and smart image of the Marine 
Corps by recognizing noteworthy academic 
achievements as well as leadership 
excellence.  Students who receive this 
award are exemplary students who are role 
models and leaders of their peers.
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Daughters of the American Revolution Award (DAR)
Recipient - Emily Lewis

The Daughters of the American Revolution 
(DAR) Good Citizens program is intended to 
encourage and reward the qualities of good 
citizenship within high school senior students. 
DAR Good Citizens must have the qualities of 
dependability (which includes truthfulness, 
honesty, and punctuality), service (which 
includes cooperation, helpfulness, and 
responsibility), leadership (which includes 
personality, self-control, and initiative), and 
patriotism (which includes unselfish loyalty to 
American ideals) to an outstanding degree. 
Matthew Carpenter was nominated by his 
teachers as exhibiting these qualities. 
Congratulations Matthew!
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Sons of the American Revolution Award (SAR)
Recipient - Chad Deaton

The National Society of the Sons of the 
American Revolution's (SAR) patriotic 
education mission is to reaffirm and instill in 
others faith in the principles of liberty and our 
constitutional republic while honoring our 
patriotic ancestors who gave us our freedom 
and constitutional form of government. One of 
SAR's outreach programs involves the 
recognition of a senior student who 
exemplifies the qualities of dependability, 
leadership, patriotism and a spirit of 
cooperation in their home, school, and 
community. Chad Deaton was nominated by 
his teachers as exhibiting these qualities. 
Congratulations Chad!
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“
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 “I am proud to say that this is the 33rd consecutive year that 
Prairie State Bank & Trust has sponsored the Senior of the 

Month program.  The High School honors monthly an 
outstanding senior who has achieved excellence in academic 
and extracurricular activities.  Each Senior of the Month will 

receive a $50.00 award, which can be picked up at the Mt. Zion 
branch of Prairie State Bank & Trust.”

Kyle Pflum
Market President Prairie State Bank



Senior of the Month - August 2020
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Emily Lewis
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Senior of the Month - September 2020
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Ashlyn Clark
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Senior of the Month - October 2020
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Grace Roundcount
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Senior of the Month - November 2020
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Jacob Bailey
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Senior of the Month - December 2020
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Justin Dong
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Senior of the Month - January 2021
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Jonathan Oliger
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Senior of the Month - February 2021
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Lucy Griffith
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Senior of the Month - March 2021
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Emily Cole
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Senior of the Month - April 2021
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Brooke Davis
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Senior of the Year - 2020-2021
Sponsored by Prairie State Bank and Trust

Prairie State Bank & Trust is proud to 
award the Senior of the Year with a 
$100.00 gift card.

The senior of the 2020-2021 school 
year is  Emily Lewis.
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Prairie State Bank Scholarship
Recipients - Justin Dong And Emily Lewis
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The Prairie State Bank & 
Trust Scholarships are 
determined by the High 
School and are given 
annually to two graduating 
seniors. The scholarship 
recipients are determined by 
using a formula that takes 
into account the students’ 
GPA and SAT scores. The 
winning seniors receive a 
cash award in the amount of 
$1,000.00 each from Prairie 
State Bank & Trust.



Social Studies Award
Recipient - Anna Brunner, Presenter - Mr. Kershner 

This award is presented annually 
to an outstanding member of the 
senior class and takes into 
account the student’s academic 
achievement, classroom 
deportment, and sincere 
commitment to the study of 
history.  

This year’s recipient has shown a 
passion for the study of history 
unmatched by most of her peers 
and has gone above and beyond 
expectations in the classroom.
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Besides taking the required 
social sciences courses offered 
here at Mt. Zion of Civics, Modern 
World History, and U.S. History, 
this student has taken several 
elective courses, including 
Ancient World History, 
Sociology, Psychology, 
Contemporary America, and The 
African American Experience.

The history department is proud 
to present this year’s award to 
Anna Brunner.



I Dare You Award
Recipients - Brandon Kondritz and Lindsay Marion

William Danforth the founder of 
the Ralston Purina Company once 
said, "You have a four-fold life to 
live: a body, a brain, a heart, and a 
soul--these are your living tools.  
To use and develop them is not a 
task.  It is a golden opportunity." 
Mr. Danforth first offered the "I 
Dare You Award” in 1941 to 
recognize and encourage talented 
young people to further develop 
their leadership skills. The 
American Youth Foundation 
inspires people to discover and 
develop their personal best, seek 
balance in living and create a 
positive difference in their 
communities and the world.

Every year faculty and staff from 
Mt. Zion High school vote to 
recognize two members of the 
junior class for their character and 
budding leadership by bestowing 
on them the National Leadership 
Award or more fondly known as 
the “I DARE YOU” Award.   

This year’s recipients are Brandon 
Kondritz and Lindsay Marion.
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English Award 
Recipient -Grace Roundcount, Presenter - Mr. Canaday

Grace has taken advanced English course work 
for all four years of high school, including AP 
Language & Composition and AP Literature & 
Composition. This award recognizes her 
achievement in English language arts, her 
sophisticated writing style, and her 
outstanding work ethic. 
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GSA Outstanding Student Leader Award 
Recipient - Grace Roundcount, Presenter - Mr. Canaday

Grace is one of the founders of the Mt. Zion 
High School Gay/Straight Alliance. She has 
served as Historian for 1 year and President for 
1 year. This award recognizes her continuous 
support for diversity and acceptance of all 
students.
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Drama Club Award 
Recipients - Jaxson Mackling and Natalie Affeldt, Presenter 

- Mrs. Clifton

Natalie Affeldt and Jaxson Mackling are 
deserving of the Drama Award this year.  
Natalie has been our Stage Manager for the 
past few years, running every aspect of our 
technical theater program.  Without her, our 
lighting, sound, and art design would have 
fallen apart.  Jaxson has devoted much of his 
time to the theater profession, both in our 
school and our community.  He has always 
volunteered to take on multiple roles and 
mentor upcoming drama students.  
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Yearbook Editor Award
Recipients - Jasmyn Zaker and Whitley Washburn, 

Presenter - Mrs. Renshaw

Very special thank you to Jay 
Zaker and Whitley Washburn for 
being hard working editors this 
year.  Both Jay and Whitley have 
taken on the task of being editors 
during a particularly crazy year 
when nothing is set in stone.  I 
especially appreciate all their hard 
work during my maternity leave. I 
truly trust the that they will keep 
everything moving as needed 
while I'm gone.  I want to wish a 
special good luck to Jay as she 
graduates this year.  I can't wait to 
see where life takes you in your 
journey with the Army.  Whitley, I 
can't wait to work with you next 
year. 
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Spanish Award
Recipient - Lauren Kyburz and Emily Lewis,

 Presenter Mrs. Key

 It is my honor to award the AP Spanish Award 
to Ms. Lauren Kyburz and Ms. Emily Lewis. 
Both Lauren and Emily started their study of 
Spanish in middle school and have chosen to 
continue studying Spanish throughout their 
high school careers. They are mature beyond 
their years and have a grasp on the Spanish 
language that many strive to achieve and not 
all accomplish. It has been amazing to watch 
Lauren and Emily grow in their language skills 
over the years and see the high quality 
creativity in their work. These two lovely ladies 
always push beyond what is asked of them and 
are determined to give everything of 
themselves for the love of learning.
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Outstanding French Award
Recipients - Raleigh Allen and Anna Bruner, 

Presenter - Mrs. Lassau
Raleigh Allen and Anna Brunner are the 
recipients of this year’s Certificat de 
Merite en Français. Raleigh and Anna 
have both just finished French 5, which 
was mostly independent study work. It 
takes a great deal of discipline to work on 
a foreign language independently, but 
both of these young ladies had what it 
takes and they have both finished with A+ 
averages.  Raleigh and Anna, je vous 
souhaite un très bel avenir!  (I wish you 
both a beautiful future!)  You deserve it! :) 
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Foreign Language Award
Recipient - Grace Roundcount, 

Presenters - Mrs. Lassau and Mrs. Key
The Foreign Language Award is a special 
recognition for outstanding academic 
achievement to students who chose to study more 
than one foreign language simultaneously for 
three or more years. This is the first year we have 
ever presented this award as we have never had a 
student who has dedicated him or herself to more 
than one foreign language. Ms. Roundcount is 
the first recipient of this award as she has 
continuously shown strong academic promise as 
a student in both French and Spanish. On top of a 
plethora of AP courses Grace has taken on the 
challenge of learning two foreign languages 
throughout her entire high school career having 
started Spanish in JH. It is my honor on behalf of 
the entire foreign language department to 
present this award to Ms. Grace Roundcount. 
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Math Award
Recipient - Justin Dong, Presenter - Mr. Moyer 

Justin Dong has worked diligently all four years 
to excel in every advanced mathematics course 
and topic Mt Zion High School has to offer. He 
has also been extremely successful outside of 
the classroom winning regional awards as a 
four-year member of the Math Team. We do 
not offer AP Statistics, but his sophomore year, 
Justin independently prepared for and earned a 
5 on the AP Statistics exam. Over the past four 
years, Justin has created an impressive resume 
that makes him very deserving of this year's 
Math Award. Congratulations and we look 
forward to seeing what success you achieve in 
the future.
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Rensselaer Medal
Recipient - Matthias Barnes Adams

The Rensselaer Award was first presented 
in 1916 with two purposes: to recognize the 
superlative academic achievement of 
young men and women and to motivate 
students toward careers in science, 
engineering and technology.  This honor is 
awarded to a promising junior who has 
distinguished himself in mathematics and 
science. It comes with a $25,000 per year 
merit scholarship guaranteed for four 
years to a student who enrolls at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.  We are 
pleased to honor Mathias Barnes Adams 
the 2021 Rensselaer Award winner.  
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Life Science Award
Recipients - Kierstin Nichols and Jacob Bailey,

 Presenter - Mrs. Downs
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The Life Science award this year is going to 

two students who have shown extreme 

diligence and exhibited strength in every 

facet of their coursework and lab activities.   

They produced authentic and creative 

projects in class which were excellent 

representations of  their knowledge of the 

content.  Their curiosity and determination 

make them excellent students in the field of 

science.  They recognize the importance of a 

strong work ethic, persistence, and 

intellectual integrity.  

The combination of academic strengths and 

personal characteristics set them apart 

from other students.  It is for these reasons 

that this year’s Life Science award goes to 

Kierstin Nichols and Jacob Bailey. 



Bob and Bev Dondeville Scholarship
Recipient - Trent McCleery

Presenters - Mr. and Mrs. Dondeville
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I remember how difficult it was for me to 
purchase supplies I needed for various art 
projects after leaving high school for college 
courses in oil painting, watercolor, drawing, and 
sculpture. My wife, Bev, and I would like to make 
this a little easier by bestowing a gift card of $250 
toward the purchase of art supplies for one of Mt. 
Zion’s talented art students. This year’s award is 
being presented to Trent McCleery. 
Congratulations! Mrs. Dondeville and I wish you 
the best in your studies in the arts.



MTZFT Scholarship
Recipient - Bria Weirman
Presenter - Nick Canaday
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Each year the Mt. Zion Federation of Teachers 
presents a $1000 scholarship to a Mt. Zion Senior 
who plans to pursue a career in education. The 
student must have a 3.25 cumulative grade point 
or higher and plan on becoming a classroom 
teacher. This year’s recipient is Bria Weirman. 



National Merit Commended Scholars
Recipients - Mekhi Adams, Jacob Bailey, Nathan Matthews, and Jonathan Oliger
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In October of 2019, 1,600,000 U.S. High School students took the PSAT/NMSQT. 34,000 of those students scored high 
enough to qualify to be a commended scholar.



National Merit Finalist
Recipient - Emily Lewis
Presenter - Mr. Johnson
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Out of the 1,600,000 students who take the 
PSAT/NMSQT, 15,000 qualify to be National Merit 
Finalists.



Macon County Extension Foundation Scholarships
Recipient - Jake Scherer
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    The Macon County 4-H and Extension 
Foundation offers scholarships to 
outstanding students who have 
developed their talents through the 4-H 
program in Macon County.

    Jake was selected based on his years 
of 4-H membership, his academic 
achievements, his activities at school 
and in the community, and his 
character and citizenship. He had many 
accomplishments over his eight years in 
4-H. He demonstrates the outstanding 
scholarship and leadership that 4-H 
participation is designed to develop. He 
participated in a variety of individual 
projects during his time in 4-H, 
including livestock, sport fishing and 
woodworking, and also participated in 
county-level programming for 

leadership training. Jake was able to 
exhibit his projects at both the county 
and state levels.

 The scholarships received include:
The 4-H Undergraduate College 

Scholarship – The fund was created to 

provide $4,000 scholarships to 4-H 

members pursuing a post-secondary 

education.

The Betty and Mona Hartwig 

Scholarship – The Hartwig scholarship 

was established with a donation from 

the Mona and Betty Hartwig family to 

support a $1,000 college scholarship to 

a 4-H member pursuing a post-high 

school degree in agriculture or a related 

field.

 

The Warren E. Myers Agricultural 

Scholarship – The Meyer scholarship 

was created to fund a $300 scholarship 

to a Macon County 4-H member who is 

an agriculture college-bound freshman.

 



Mt. Zion Odd Fellows Scholarship
Recipients - Emily Lewis and Jonathan Oliger
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This is the Mt. Zion Odd 
Fellows 11th year of offering 
scholarships to graduating 
seniors. This cash award is 
based on the student’s 
Service and Volunteerism to 
their Community, their 
Church and to their School. 
This year, we are proud to 
present our Odd Fellows 
$1000 cash scholarships to 
these very worthy 
recipients:  Emily Lewis and 
Jonathan Oliger



Mt. Zion Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
Recipients - Jonathan Oliger and Marin Stenger

The Mt. Zion Chamber of Commerce 
encourages higher education and awards 
college scholarships each year to qualified high 
school seniors who are going on to a college, 
university, or community college after 
graduation. This is one of the ways the Mt. Zion 
Chamber gives back to the community. The 
scholarships are awarded to qualified seniors 
from the Mt. Zion School District or to the child 
of a Chamber member who completes the 
official application and fulfills the other criteria 
required.

It is with great pleasure that $1,500 is 
presented to Jonathan Oliger and $1000 to 
Marin Stenger.
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Golden K Kiwanis Scholarship
Recipients - Emily Lewis and Jonathan Oliger

The purpose of this scholarship is to 
provide financial assistance to students in 
Macon County who are attending or 
planning to attend an accredited college or 
University.

It is with pleasure to present four 
$1,000.00 Golden K. Kiwanis Scholarships 
to Emily Lewis and Jonathan Oliger.

Eligibility requirements include:

■ being a resident of Macon County
■ evidence of excellent academic 

standing – Grade Point Average and 
ACT or SAT scores

■ demonstrating participation in 
extracurricular activities, community 
service, and/or church activities

■ providing two letters of 
recommendation, one from a recent 
teacher and the other from someone in 
the community; and

■ proof the student will be enrolled 
full-time at an accredited college or 
university
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Lois M. Chervinko Scholarship
Recipient - Connor Phares

This scholarship was created by Lois 
Chervinko’s colleagues, friends, and family 
for graduating seniors from Mt. Zion High 
School who are pursuing a degree in 
business or a business related field, are 
good citizens as evidenced by community 
service, or are involved in school activities 
above the graduation requirement.

It is with pleasure to present this $1,500 
scholarship to Connor Phares.
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Michael E. Shampine Memorial Scholarship
Recipient - Dawson Kostenski

This scholarship was created by Decatur 
Trades & Labor Assembly, AFL-CIO in 
memory of their past president, Michael E. 
Shampine, who passed away in 2007.

This scholarship is open to affiliated union 
members and their immediate family who 
plan to enroll in higher education, 
vocational trade school, or apprentice 
programs and is based on the student’s role 
in leadership, as well as community and 
political awareness.

It is with pleasure to present this $500 
scholarship to Dawson Kostenski.
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Susan and Lloyd Swanson Memorial Scholarship (DEA)
Recipient - Connor Phares 

The Susan and Lloyd Swanson 
Memorial Scholarship was 
established to honor two people 
whose lives were about helping 
others.

Susan Swanson was diagnosed with 
Multiple Sclerosis her sophomore 
year of college, taught special 
education for 27 years in the Decatur 
school district, and was voted 
Teacher of the Year during her 
tenure. She inspired students with 
her determination and 
perseverance. She passed away in 
2007 at the age of 55.

Lloyd Swanson retired after 27 years 
as a master patrol officer 

 

with the Decatur Police Department 
and was past vice-president and 
sergeant of arms for the Policemen’s 
Benevolent and Protective 
Association Unit 39. Lloyd passed 
away in 2014 at age 63.

The purpose of this scholarship is to 
provide financial assistance to a 
full-time undergraduate student who 
plans to complete a four-year degree 
and is the daughter or son of a 
member of the Decatur Education 
Association or the Police Benevolent 
and Protection Association Unit 39. In 
addition, this scholarship may be 
renewed for three additional years if 
the student continues to make 
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progress toward their degree. It is 
with pleasure to present the $1,000 
scholarship to Connor Phares.. 



Junior Welfare Association Scholarship
Recipient - Emily Lewis

Junior Welfare Association (JWA) is an organization of 
women who have joined together with the same belief 
and goal of improving the economic, educational and 
social conditions of our community. Our membership 
accomplishes this through fundraising and 
volunteering our time and talents. JWA members 
remain strongly committed to the goals set forth by 
our founders, and through the continuation of our 
ongoing service projects, we are able to meet our 
goals. JWA has the privilege of recognizing students 
in our area who are goal-oriented and show a passion 
for volunteerism and serving their community. Emily 
Lewis was selected as a recipient of this scholarship 
for those exact reasons! Congratulations, Emily!
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Das Family Scholarship
Recipients - Grace Roundcount, Jonathan Oliger and Justin 

Dong
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N.P. Das, a retired Mt. Zion teacher, would like to recognize the hard work and 
dedication of our Valedictorian and Salutatorians (based on the 7th semester 
standings).  Each of these students will be receiving a $500 scholarship.



American Legion Award
Recipients - Emily Lewis and Logan Shumaker

The purpose of the American 
Legion Award is instilling 
character and helping to 
perpetuate the ideals of 
Americanism among youth.  The 
recipients must exemplify six 
qualities that define character - 
courage, honor, leadership, 
patriotism, scholarship, and 
service.   It is awarded annually to 
two outstanding students from 
the senior class.  This year, our 
two recipients are indeed worthy 
of these six principles - 
congratulations Emily Lewis and 
Logan Shumaker!
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Illinois State Scholars

About 10% of Illinois high school seniors 
are designated State Scholars & receive a 

certificate of achievement for this 
accomplishment. At Mt. Zion High School, 

35 seniors, which is above the State 
average of 10%, have been named State 

Scholars. Selection is based on a 
combination of ACT/SAT scores & GPA at 

the end of their junior year. 
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Illinois State Scholars

Sara Addai
Jacob Bailey
Mekhi Barnes Adams
Anna Brunner
Emily Cole
Jadon Cox
Aidan Ditommaso
Justin Dong
Malea Dunn
Brenna Frommelt
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Joshua Gebke

Lucinda Griffith

Kendall Iwanski

Brock Kennell

Lauren Kyburz

Cohen Leach

Emily Lewis

Luke Lindgren

Reagan Mason

Nathan Matthews

Reid McNeill

Kierstin Nichols

Jonathan Oliger

Tessa Perry

Connor Phares

Sophie Ringer

Dylan Roberts



Illinois State Scholars Continued

Grace Roundcount

Jacob Scherer

Emma Shumaker

Isabelle Marie Sia

Marin Stenger

Isobel Stott

Olivia Swords

Francis Velasco

Adam Walker
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Closing comments...

I would like to leave our students and families with the words 
of John Dewey.  “Education is not preparation for life; education is 
life itself.”  John Dewey was an educational pioneer that influenced 
much of what modern education looks like.  Please let his words 
serve as a challenge to continue to learn new ideas and continue to 
grow as individuals throughout the entirety of your lives.

Justin Johnson, MTZ High School Principal
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